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Compass and The Wright Way Team are proud to congratulate
Jordan Wright for making The Los Angeles Magazine
2021 Real Estate All Stars List!

Since December 2020, we have been proud to represent:
Over $15M in Closed Sales Volume
Nearly $12M Currently in Escrow
2020 Number Two Team in Topanga for Closed Sales Volume
The support of all of our amazing clients made this possible! Thank you for allowing us to serve you.
Our community inspires us to strive to do more to help more of you. We love our work, and we love
Topanga! We work hard to be worthy of the trust you put in us.
Please contact The Wright Way Team, today. We are here to help.

INTERESTED IN LEARNING HOW COMPASS CAN DELIVER A BESPOKE, WHITE GLOVE, SMOOTH, SAFE, AND SUCCESSFUL
TOP DOLLAR SALE OF YOUR HOME? CALL THE WRIGHT WAY TEAM TODAY. WE LOOK FORWARD TO BEING OF SERVICE.

@thewrightwayteam
2020 TOP SELLING COMPASS TOPANGA AGENTS. PASSIONATE LOCAL AGENTS. UNPARALLELED MARKETING
REACH. INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY. RESULTS DELIVERED. AN EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER.

Adrian Wright

Jordan Wright

818.939.6415
adrian.wright@compass.com
DRE 00935559

818.746.6987
jordanwright@compass.com
DRE 01952694

Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01991628. All material presented herein is intended for
informational purposes only and is compiled from sources deemed reliable but has not been verified. Changes in price, condition, sale or withdrawal may be made without notice. No statement
is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footages are approximate. Based on 2020 closed sales volume by side from available MLS data and known off market
sales data. Escrow and listing volume as of 01/13/2020. Other unknown sales data may exist. Bullet point Numbers are estimates. No guarantees are made.
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As February morphed into March, the sycamore trees in Bonnell Park stood like stark sentinels, leafless against
a gray sky, while the promise of spring quietly appeared in grass-green hues that made itself known more boldly
with each passing day. Promise fulfilled.
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Residents on Bonnell Drive are fortunate to have a little park with its own weather. Nature is a bit off
kilter these days, like us. It drives the seasons in its own time. Summer drifts into October. Autumn
usurps winter’s time by an extended display of red and gold sycamore leaves before the branches go
bare. Then March comes in like a lamb and the under-five crowd, some on scooters experiment with
speed, while others create chalk drawings on the street, or kick a soccer ball around with moms and
dads. Sweet.
We love Kat High’s contributions and Native American wisdom that she shares so generously. This
time, she’s foraging in her own front yard for miner’s lettuce, stinging nettles, and chickweed and
provides recipes to go with them. (Pages 6-7). She also had her second Hugelkultur workshop with
a turnout of about 20 people, who helped build the second Hugel mound in her yard, as landscaping
continues with Shawn Maestretti and Leigh Adams of Studio Petrichor, a regenerative landscape
design company. (https://studio-petrichor.com/)
Speaking of March, it’s Women’s History month with International Women’s Day (IWD) happening
on March 8. It became our theme this time when 19-year-old Sadie Radinsky came to our attention
with her new book (reviewed on Page 10.) Sadie also graces our cover as a role model for International
Women’s Day (IWD), as well as with friends taking the #IWD2021 #Choose to Challenge pledge in
Kait Leonard’s update on IWD’s digital grassroots campaigning in the 21st century (Pages 8-9).
The Readable Feast (Page10) has been hosting a number of new books lately. Sadie Radinsky’s book,
“Whole Girl,” which was a delight to read at many levels but especially because it gives us freedom to
enjoy healthy treats and desserts. It’s not just for girls, by the way.
Adventure Traveler and author Linda Ballou is back with a touching memory of “Mom’s Meadow,”
(Page 11). She has a new book out, “Embrace of the Wild,” which we’ll be reviewing in the near future.
If anyone is interested in reviewing books, I have a stack on my bedside table aching for attention.
We relish the enthusiasm of columnist Paula LaBrot for her love of technology. She uncomplicates
that world for us and make all sorts of discoveries. This time, she gives us a rundown, sometimes
comical, of the latest Consumer Electronics Show (CES). Meet Moxie, a state-of-the-art robot
companion, and intelligent toilets (Page 13).
Kait Leonard’s Astrology column for March looks forward to “a month of celebrating and
achieving.” It’s about time. (Page 14)
Some of us have received vaccinations and are no worse for wear. Wishing all safe harbor and calm
winds until we proclaim victory over this virus. Meanwhile, you know the drill: wear masks, wash your
hands, avoid crowds, and say your prayers. Whatever works.
—Flavia Potenza, Editor
gofundme.com/f/newspaper-launch

Follow us on Instagram @thecanyonchronicle,
& Facebook and twitter @CanyonChronicle
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Life Goes On

With the advent of Women’s History Month,
19-year-old Sadie Radinsky is our role model
and inspiration through her recently published
book, “Whole Girl: Live vibrantly, love your
entire self, and make friends with food.”
Photo by Jackie Radinsky at Rituel Nature
Refuge in Topanga.
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News

Resilient Santa Monica Mountains Project
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
(CVA) Survey

For 2021, Malibu Foundation is collaborating
with the Resource Conservation District, Climate
Resolve, the Los Angeles Emergency Preparedness
Foundation, LA County, and local universities to
prepare a community-based climate vulnerability
assessment and resilience plan for the region, with
a special focus on extreme heat and fire, and an
emphasis on the most vulnerable—including
seniors.
The goal is to provide a gap analysis of the
community’s capacity to respond to the shocks

and stressors of climate change and produce an
actionable report with mitigation and adaptation
recommendations for the greater community and
local municipalities to consider.
The Foundation has launched a Climate
Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) Survey
(themalibufoundation.org) for residents,
employers, and workers in the Santa Monica
Mountain communities of Agoura, Calabasas,
Hidden Hills, Malibu, Pacific Palisades,
Topanga, and Westlake Village. The survey
contains up to 67 questions in the following
categories and takes between 20 to 40 minutes
to complete:

• Demographics
• Climate Change & Woolsey Fire
• Extreme Heat
• Wildfire
• Floods
• Communications & Mobility
• Mitigation Sustainability &
Preparedness
The survey will close on Monday March 15,
2021. All responses are anonymous.
Upon completing the survey there is an option
to be entered into a raffle for a chance to win a
$100 gift certificate to a local restaurant. A total of
10 gift certificates will be raffled off!

New Trees Planted on Mullholand

Plant a Tree
In partnership with L.A. City and a new
charity, TROOT (troot.org), Julie Nicholson
posted on Nextdoor that her daughter recently
planted ten new trees. TROOTs’’first batch of
trees are located along the Mulholland Drive
median between Topanga Canyon Blvd. and
Canoga Avenue in Woodland Hills.
“It’s a great family activity, a lesson in
commitment and caring for the planet,”
Nicholson wrote on Nextdoor Topanga.
“Reconnect with the earth while beautifying
the neighborhood.”
TROOT’s mission is “To create a
positive environmental impact through
planting trees, while deepening the roots

of Los Angeles communities through our
tree adoptions.”
If you want to adopt a tree, go to the
website, complete the form, pick a tree and
commit to watering it. Trees 2, 5, 6, and 9 were
available for adoption at press time. Each tree
is marked with a number tag matching the
map (see website) and needs about 10 gallons
of water per week.
If you don’t want to adopt, there’s an option
to donate water and 5-gallon jugs. (Retrieved
from Nextdoor Topanga)

LA Conservation Corps
Thanks to Julie Nicholson’s post, The

Canyon Chronicle rediscovered the
LA Conservation Corps (lacorps.org;
#lacorpspower), who, in partnership with
City Plants (www.cityplants.org), provided
the trees.
LACC’s mission is to provide at-risk
young adults and school-aged youth
with opportunities for success through
job skills training, education, and work
experience
with
an
emphasis
on
conservation and service projects that
benefit the community.
It also provides at-risk young adults
and school-aged youth with opportunities
for success through job skills training,
education, and work experience.

Meals & Grocery Boxes available on Tuesday, March 16th
On Tuesday, March 16, the Topanga
Community Center (TCC) in
collaboration
with
Supervisor
Sheila Kuehl’s office will be
distributing meals and 200 nonperishable grocery boxes from the
LA Food Bank from 3- 5 p.m. on
a first-come, first-served basis at
the Topanga Library. The meals will
be available until they run out to
anyone in the canyon who has been
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financially impacted by COVID-19.
Meals and grocery boxes, if still
available, will be distributed on
Tuesday, March 30 and Tuesday,
April 13. If you are interested,
please contact Nonie Shore at
(310) 963-8205; or nonieshore@
people.com, so they can know how
many cars to expect.
—Nonie Shore &
Kristina Rocco Levy

Free Webinar Discusses the
Constitution for Contemporary Times

Spring Forward!

Daylight Saving Time
Starts Sunday, March 14
Daylight Saving Time (DST)
starts on the second Sunday
of March for the United States
when clocks are turned forward
one hour from 2 a.m. to 3 a.m.,
from local standard time to
local daylight time. As a result,
there is one 23-hour day in late
winter or early spring and one
25-hour day in the autumn. DST,
implemented to save energy and
make better use of daylight, was
first used in 1908 in Thunder Bay,
Canada. The Uniform Time Act
of 1966 established the system
of uniform daylight saving time
throughout the U.S.
Even though Californians
did vote to end the time change
when they passed Proposition 7 in
2018 by 62%, the California State
Senate needs to pass it by a twothirds vote. Even if they pass in
California, the federal government
then needs to approve it.

The Center for Civic Education
and James Madison’s Montpelier
are
partnering
to
launch
the “Constitutional Toolkit,” a sixweek free webinar series designed
for learners of all ages where
experts will explain and discuss
key contemporary issues related
to the Constitution in a way that is
accessible to all Americans.
Beginning on Tuesday, March
16, at 4 p.m., PST, and subsequent
Tuesdays through April 20, the
Center will feature a special guest to
help us dive into a different subject
based on your frequently asked
questions, followed by a Q&A.
The March 16th session features
the Center’s president, Christopher
Riano, as guest speaker, and is
timed to launch on James Madison’s
birthday.
Registration is free, but space is
limited. To register: montpelier.org/
events/constitutional-toolkit.
March is also Women’s History
Month (Womens History Month
—civiced.org) a time dedicated to
celebrating the accomplishments of the
women who built this nation, as well as
discussing the numerous obstacles that
still remain to full equality.
Each day in March, our 60-Second
Civics podcast (60-Second Civics civiced.org) will feature a new episode
dedicated to explaining the struggle

for equal rights for women and how
our Constitution and laws evolved to
make our nation a more representative
democracy. Each episode is
accompanied by a Daily Civics Quiz,
which is a perfect warmup activity
for a wide variety of classrooms, from
middle school English to high school
American Government. Keep your
eyes out for some special guest stars as
we celebrate women in America!
The Center also offers a wide

range of Women’s History Month
lesson plans for all grade levels.
Join us in making March a banner
month here at the Center, where we
are celebrating numerous initiatives
designed to ensure a civic and
constitutional education for all.
The Center for Civic Education is
located at 5115 Douglas Fir Road,
Ste J, Calabasas, CA 91302;
(818) 591-9321.

HOT TOPICS SPEAKER SERIES
Electing the President:

The Electoral College Vote and the National Popular Vote

Jennifer deSpain,
CPA, CFP®

Business/Personal Tax &
Financial Services
Tel. 818.883.4800
SUNDAY, MARCH 7, 2 PM
On ZOOM!

Can the National Popular Vote Compact ﬁnally save us
from the anti-democratic Electoral College?

FREE ADMISSION — please RSVP at www.palidems.org
Questions? info@palisadesdemclub.org • 310-230-2084
FACEBOOK.COM/PALIDEMS • INSTAGRAM.COM/PALIDEMS • @PALIDEMS

Photo by Miriam Geer.

Derek Cressman, who has testiﬁed in the US Senate, served as an
expert in federal litigation, and authored three books, will tell us:

CanyonOakFinancial .com
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A Time to Gather
By Kat High

S

pring seems to have come early to
Topanga, 2021. It’s time to gather,
rather than have Amazon deliver.
Go with a song in your heart, don’t
gather close to a busy road, and give
thanks when you gather. You can also
start your own “gathering garden.”
Here’s a sample of what is
in my yard this Spring: Miners
lettuce, stinging nettle, chickweed,
nasturtiums, cattails, hummingbird
sage, mallow (cheeseweed), and
oxalis.
Claytonia perfoliate (miners
lettuce) is high in vitamin C, beta
carotene and protein. It is a tasty
crispy green that can be eaten raw in
salads, or cooked and added to soup
or a side dish. It has a short gathering
window. I am trying to figure a way
to quickly parboil or blanch them,
dry and freeze them for later. The
seeds can be gathered and started
indoors and are pretty hardy planted
in the ground. It likes moist, shaded
areas below 7,500-foot elevation. The
name comes from gold mining days
when the miners picked and ate the
tender greens to prevent scurvy. The
little saucer-shaped leaves, about an
inch in diameter, are fairly mild and
succulent and pair nicely with tangy
goat cheese and crunchy walnuts.
Stinging Nettle Salad
6 cups fresh miner’s lettuce or baby

PHOTOS COURTESY OF KAT HIGH

Kat High starts her spring foraging for miners lettuce in her own yard.

spinach leaves
¼ cup Balsamic Vinaigrette or commercial
dressing
1 tablespoon lemon juice
4 ounces fresh goat cheese
Fresh pepper
Toast walnuts on a baking sheet in a
400-degree oven until they smell roasted,
about 8 minutes. Watch carefully to
prevent burning nut meats. Set aside.
Arrange lettuce on four plates. Mix
vinaigrette and lemon juice together and

drizzle over lettuce.
Crumble 1 ounce of goat cheese on each
plate; top with toasted walnuts.
Grind a little fresh pepper on each salad.
Serves 4

Stinging Nettle (Urtica dioica)
The stinging nettle is a perennial
herb which averages from 3- to
5-feet tall, with heart-shaped leaves
in alternate pairs along a squareshaped stem. Both stem and leaves

are covered with small, stiff hairs
which inject a stinging fluid (formic
acid) into exposed flesh on contact.
Nettles should be gathered in early
spring when the plants are 4 to 8
inches high. A pair of leather gloves
will protect your hands from the
stinging hairs. Heavy paper bags
are preferred to plastic for holding
collected nettles. Rich in vitamins A
and C, iron, potassium, manganese,
and calcium.

RECORD SALES, LOW INVENTORY & RATES =

BEST TIME EVER TO SELL
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19613 VISION DR, TOPANGA

Here’s what Tanya’s clients are saying:
“ Tanya was an amazing asset and resource in the process
of preparing, marketing and ultimately negotiating the
sale of my property in Topanga. It was a special property
with special challenges, and required a unique buyer.
She demonstrated integrity, dedication, creativity and
perseverance through the whole process, and truly went
above and beyond. I would highly recommend her.” – A.M.
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Stinging Nettle Soup
Once gathered, the nettles should
be rinsed in cold water. A pair
of kitchen tongs will help when
removing the nettles from the
water. Allow the nettles to drain
on paper towels for a few minutes.
To blanch, place rinsed nettles
in a large kettle and pour boiling
water to cover. After three to four
minutes, drain water. They will keep
in the refrigerator for three to five
days and also freeze well.
2 quarts chicken or vegetable broth
3 cups packed nettle leaves, or mix of
nettles and spinach
1 onion, diced
¼ cup basmati rice
4 cold, cooked sausages (meat or
veggie) cut in thin slices
Seasoning to taste (I use tarragon, salt,
pepper)
1 cup raw sunflower seeds
Sour cream (or veggie version)
Simmer approximately 45 minutes,
add sausage, sprinkle with toasted
sunflower seeds, add a swirl of sour
cream.
Stinging Nettle Party Dip
8 oz. softened cream cheese (or dairyfree cream cheese)
4 oz. goat chevre (or vegan substitute)
2 Tbsp. milk (or dairy-free milk)
1 tsp. lemon juice
1 cup blanched, squeezed dry, and
chopped nettles

1 cup blanched, squeezed dry, and
chopped yucca blossoms (or artichoke
hearts)
1/4 cup chopped wild onion greens
1/4 tsp. salt
Pinch of red chile flakes
Use a hand mixer to whip together the
cream cheese, goat cheese, milk, lemon
juice, salt, and chile flakes. Stir in the
nettles, yucca blossoms, and onion
greens with a spoon until they are well
distributed.

Chickweed (Stellaria media)
An annual and perennial flowering
plant in the family Caryophyllaceae
is native to Eurasia that naturalized
throughout the world. This species
is used as a cooling herbal remedy
and grown as a vegetable crop and
ground cover. Chickweed is high
in vitamin C, calcium, and iron,
as well as many other important
minerals. It is also nourishing for
the lungs.
Chickweed Pesto
2 cloves of garlic
3 Tbs. pine nuts or sunflower seeds
¼ tsp. salt,
2 cups chopped fresh chickweed,
packed
½ cup olive oil
½ cup Parmesan (or vegan) cheese
Combine in a blender.
Serve over pasta or just use it as a dip
for crackers or vegetables. You can
freeze extra for future use.

Hummingbird Sage (salvia spathacea Topanga). In the wild, hummingbird sage
used to cover acres under the oak canopy in an oak forest in the Santa Monica
Mountains (laspilitas.com)

1775 Deerhill Trail
$1,175,000

Jon & Lisa Saver
CalBre Lic.#00764901 & #01203202

Enjoy peaceful canyon
living in this beautiful 3
bedroom, 2 bath home.
Located on a quiet cul-desac street near the State
Park with miles of hiking
and riding trails. The
living room boasts a cozy
wood burning fireplace
and soaring open beam
ceilings. Walls of glass
bring an abundance of
natural light. Sliding glass
doors lead to wrap around
entertainment decks
with panoramic canyon
views. Central heat and
air. Upstairs is a great
loft and sweet master
bedroom with walk in
closet and en-suite
bath. This unique home
is surrounded by lush
private gardens featuring
a gazebo and mature
trees.

310.455.2540
310.989.0839
TopangaHomesOnline.com

Sotheby’s International Realt y and the Sotheby’s
International Realty logo are registered (or unregistered)
service marks used with permission. Operated by Sotheby’s
International Realty, Inc. If your property is listed with a
real estate broker, please disregard. It is not our intention to
solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers. We are happy
to work with them and cooperate fully.
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In 1910, German activist Clara Zetkin, left, encouraged the International Socialist Congress to
create an international version of the U.S. holiday, National Woman’s Day, and a year later, on
March 19, 1911, the first IWD was held in Austria, Denmark, Germany, and Switzerland.

Strong, confident women, from left—Morguinn Korbonski, Sadie Radinsky, an
Individually, we can choose to seek out and celebrate women’s achievements. C

International Women’s Day—#
By Kait Leonard

#ChooseToChallenge— On March 8, the 2021
International Women’s Day (IWD) theme joins the
ranks of sister hashtag campaigns—#MeToo, #IAmJada,
#NiUnaMenos #SayHerName, #DestroyThePatriarchy,
#UnDiaSinNosotras

W

e live in a world where the business of the United States
government has been conducted via tweets and the value of
a cause or movement is determined by how many shares its
hashtag gets. This year, we are being asked to join #IWD2021 by taking
the pledge to “challenge inequality, call out bias, question stereotypes,
and help forge an inclusive world.”
The first step in fulfilling the 2021 pledge is to spread awareness of gender
equality by making the hashtag go viral. With this goal in mind, we are asked
to take a photograph of ourselves holding our right hand up in the gesture of a
pledge and then post the picture to social media under #ChooseToChallenge
#IWD2021. The picture can also be submitted to the IWD website (web
address below) by following the links on the 2021 Theme tab.
Besides the obvious trend in social media activism and the need to
create group action that complies with pandemic era restrictions, there is
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a more organic reason for taking this
year’s campaign online. International
Women’s Day relies on grassroots
activism to carry the mission forward.
Dating back to its socialist roots, IWD
states that it is not “country, group, or
organization specific.” The internet
provides a space where individuals and
small groups can be instrumental in
creating bold actions.
THE HISTORY THAT PAVED THE
WAY TO THE HASHTAG
On February 28, 1909, the Socialist Party of America organized a National
Women’s Day event in New York City. The following year, Clara Zetkin, of
the Women’s Office for the Social Democratic Party in Germany, proposed
the event should go international. On March 19, 1911, more than one
million women and men celebrated the first official International Women’s
Day. On March 8, 1917, women in Soviet Russia won the right to vote, and
the date was officially adopted for the annual International Women’s Day
celebration.
In the following decades, the success of the suffrage movement
contributed to a decline in the popularity of the IWD.
In 1975, the
United Nations celebrated IWD for the first time. The UN began the

Gretchen Gorham and her best friend, The Tiniest,
take the pledge for gender equality. The Tiniest is
having a little trouble with the whole right paw thing,
but she’s in!

PHOTO BY KELLY RADINSKI

nd April Holmes #Choose to Challenge for International Women’s Day 2021: “A challenged world is an alert world.
Collectively, we can all help create an inclusive world. From challenge comes change, so let’s all Choose to Challenge.”

Actor/Screenwriter, Nick Jackman takes the pledge for
gender quality.

#Choose To Challenge
tradition of annual themes in 1996 with “Celebrating the past, Planning
for the Future.” Subsequent themes included “Women at the Peace Table”
(1997) “Women and Human Rights” (1998) and “World Free of Violence
Against Women” (1999).
Unfortunately, even the UN couldn’t stop time from moving on. By
the turn of the millennium, the feminist movement and society’s focus on
the status of women was fading. With the specific purpose of reenergizing
International Women’s Day, the online platform was launched in 2001.
IWD celebrated its 100-year anniversary in 2011, and to honor the
milestone, President Barack Obama established March as “Women’s
History Month.” The same year, then Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton,
launched the “100 Women Initiative: Empowering Women and Girls
through International Exchanges.” In the UK, Celebrity activist Annie
Lennox led a march across one of London’s iconic bridges to raise
awareness for Women for Women International, a nonprofit organization
with a mission to empower the world’s most alienated women.
THE PRESENT AND ONWARD
In January 2021, Kamala Harris raised her right hand and took the oath
of office, making her the first female Vice President of the United States
of America. One hundred nineteen women hold seats in the House of
Representatives, and 24 women serve in the Senate. Women, and therefore
all of us, have come a long way since 1911.
In spite of our progress, we have miles to go.

One out of every six American women will be the victim of rape or
attempted rape in her lifetime, according to the Rape, Abuse & Incest National
Network, RAINN.
One in four women in the U.S. will experience sexual violence, physical
violence, and/or stalking by an intimate partner, according to recent statistics
published by the National Coalition Against Domestic violence.
Worldwide, as many as 200,000,000 girls and women have experienced
female genital mutilation, and in the United States, the estimated number
is 500,000, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Devasting statistics like these, circle the globe.
Our work for gender equality is far from done. Will you take the pledge?
#ChooseToChallenge #IWD2021. n
REFERENCES
International Women’s Day, internationalwomensday.com
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Retrieved on 2/26/2021 from
cdc.gov/reproductivehealth/womensrh/female-genital-mutilation.html
The National Coalition Against Domestic Violence. Retrieved on 2/26/2021
from https://ncadv.org/STATISTICS
RAINN. Retrieved on 2/26/2021 from rainn.org/statistics/victims-sexualviolence
Women for Women International. Retrieved on 2/26/2021 from
womenforwomen.org
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The Readable Feast
Whole Girl: Live vibrantly, love your entire self, and make friends with food
By Sadie Radinsky
Reviewed by Flavia Potenza

A

t 19, Sadie Radinsky is setting a standard
for all women but especially for young
women and has been since she was 12. Now,
she has published her first book, “Whole Girl:
Live vibrantly, love your entire self, and make
friends with food” (Sounds True 2021), where,
starting with her introduction, “We Are All
Whole,” she doesn’t flinch from looking at the
dark side of being female:
“Young women are powerful…. We are full
of possibility,” she writes, then continues: “The
messages [for women] are relentless: You’re not
enough. You’re too much. Be quiet. Don’t make
waves. Smile. Don’t eat too much. Don’t be so
emotional.”
As serious as stating the obvious may
be to start with, her first book is engaging,
encouraging, and upbeat: “In this book, we are
going to embrace our whole selves—every part
of us—just as we are,” she writes.
The journey that brought her to this part
of her life began when she was nine years
old. She had developed symptoms of nausea,
stomachaches, and fatigue that wouldn’t go
away and no one, not even doctors, could
diagnose it. Worse, when doctors were asked
if food might play a role, or if gluten could be
a problem, “every one of them said no. I went
completely off gluten anyway…, and within
two months, all my symptoms were gone.” She
started by “experimenting with different ways
of eating. Now I had more energy than ever
before.”
But one thing was missing: desserts. Glutenfree treats weren’t readily available in stores, so
she started inventing her own, rushing home
after school and into the kitchen. “Baking
grain-free desserts became my obsession.”
At 12, she posted her recipes on a blog called
“Whole Girl,” that developed an international
following, with people saying her recipes had
helped them and shared their stories.
“I was amazed and inspired,” she writes.
There is a world of discovery in this seminal
work of a Topanga teenager, talented in so
many ways and at so many levels. It is about
the recipes, of course—they are delightful,
delicious, and decadent in the best sense of the
word. But she goes further by redirecting the
power of emotions, “to rediscover our turbocharged emotions and use them as rocket fuel
to power all the different parts of our lives.”
Each chapter connects with a different

PHOTOS BY KELLY RADINSKY

Right: Sadie Radinsky, First-time author at 19
Above: Luscious Lemon Bars
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mood, followed by a Q&A. Mindful Movement
is another tool to “approach exercise with the
goal of honoring our bodies.” Then, there is the
shame of eating; “Eating is something we must
do to survive and is also the most awesome way
to connect with friends and family…. We need
to turn this insanity around.”
Finally—and timely for Women’s History
Month and International Women’s Day on
March 8—Radinsky offers “A Note on Gender”:
“…Humankind includes a broad spectrum

of gender identities, and the issues I address in
this book may apply to all different people, not
just those who identify as ‘girls.’ I hope everyone
feels welcome and can benefit from these
chapters. I’m thrilled to share my experiences,
stories, and insights—not to mention some
insane treats!’
This book took me far beyond the words
in it. There is such kindness in the philosophy
underlying the instructions, whether for a
recipe or a movement. I savored the ideas as
much as I will the desserts.
The design of “Whole Girl” is also a feast for
the eyes with photographs by Sadie’s mother,
Kelly Radinsky (Sadie demonstrating Lion’s
Breath), and the illustrations by Sofia Szamosi
captured the universality of female energy. The
design and organization of content, resources
and notes makes it highly readable…and fun.
Can’t wait to see more from this young
woman, whatever she chooses to do. n
Sadie Radinsky is a freshman at UC Berkeley
and author of “Whole Girl.” Since age 12, she has
touched the lives of girls and women worldwide
with her award-winning website wholegirl.com,
where she shares Paleo treat recipes and advice
for living an empowered life. She has published
articles and recipes in national magazines and
other platforms, including Paleo, Shape, Justine,
MindBodyGreen, and “The Primal Kitchen
Cookbook.”

Adventures in Travel

PHOTOS BY LINDA BALLOU

Mom’s Meadow
Masses of bright yellow canyon daises cloaked the mountainside as new life engulfs the blackened skeletons of trees scorched in the horrific Woolsey fire of 2018.

By Linda Ballou

A

fter eleven years, I decided
it was time to deliver the
fruitcake my mother had sent me in
2009 just before she passed away. I
would take it to the meadow where
I had scattered her ashes. I had kept
it in my freezer (even through a
severe downsizing), because I just
couldn’t bear to throw it out. Her
fruitcake was much too heavy for
me to eat, and I didn’t want to give
it to anyone. Taking it to where she
rested seemed a logical thing to do.
The day could not have been
more gorgeous. White clouds
smeared across the baby blue
heavens, and a crisp breeze carried
the scent of sage. Mom lived in
Haines, Alaska, so her request was
to end up in a flower garden in
southern California where the sun
shines brightly. Each year Mom
would come south to thaw out
from the long winters. I scattered
her ashes in a wildflower meadow
overlooking the back side of Boney
Mountain that enjoys the morning
sunrise.
She loved the flowers of
California so much that one year
she insisted we go to the Rose Bowl
Parade. Like the rest of the masses,
we sat huddled on the curb, holding
our knees, rocking back and forth
until the warming sun came up. We
were awakened by the lively clip of
marching bands leading the way
for all manner of flowery creations.
The gaudy displays with their overabundance of blooms, seeds, nuts,
and grasses were worth a touch of
frost bite.
My
mother
rafted
the
Tatshenshini River from the Yukon
to the Gulf of Alaska when she was
65. This inspired me to do the same.
When I entered the rubber raft that
was to be my transport for the next

125 miles down the gray, glacierfed river, I doubted Mom’s sanity
and my own. The run through
the phantasmagorical landscape
framed in the glistening snow
castles of the Fairweather Range
turned out to be a life-changing
adventure. I began the journey as
happy-go-lucky thrill seeker, but
by the end of the journey I was a
raving environmentalist.
Whenever I went home to
Haines, Mom always had some
great adventure lined up. One
year she arranged for a heartthumping scenic flight over the St.
Elias glacier field. From the tiny
capsule chugging through space,
I overlooked the 20 million acres
of the largest protected region
on earth crossing international
borders.
Snow-frosted
spires
stacked to infinity fanned out in
celestial whiteness. Below, the
Lynn Canal, a sun-spangled mirror
of water, was streaked with the
triangle tails of tiny fishing boats.
Spruce forests blanketed valleys
carved by sparkling rivers. In all
my travels, I’ve not seen anywhere
more beautiful.

A superbloom of spring wildflowers
was nature’s solace in the wake of the
rains that followed the Woolsey fire.

Lacy ceanothus arches gracefully over the trail

On my last trip home, she had
arranged a safari for us on ATVs.
Mom was undeniably a poor driver,
so I took the wheel. We motored up
and around a treacherous track to
a restaurant overlooking the Lynn
Canal where we enjoyed a supreme
halibut feed. At 89, she had severe
diabetes and said her feet felt like
she was walking on bubble wrap;
she would often lose her balance.
Driving was downright dangerous
for her. She had crashed and taken
out the wood siding of her senior
center apartment, and she had been
in several accidents. It was a sad day
when my brother and I took away
her keys.
COVID-19 gave me time to
slow down, so I decided to defrost
the fruitcake and make a visit to
Mom’s Meadow. I wanted to see
how the back country of the Santa
Monica Mountains had recovered
from the Woolsey fire after almost
three years. Masses of bright
yellow canyon daises cloaked the
mountainside. Blankets of white
beach morning glories spiked with
fire engine red paint brush and
clumps of my favorite shooting stars
greeted me on the path to Mom’s

Meadow. New life had begun to
engulf the blackened skeletons
of trees scorched in the horrific
fire that scarred 80 percent of the
largest urban preserve in America.
As I stood overlooking Mom’s
Meadow, I pondered these events
and my times with Mom as the
profusion of new life sprang forth
all around us. I thanked her for
bringing me here and for all she
had done for me while she was
alive. She is why I am who I am
today—an adventure travel writer
who can’t wait to run the next river.
I opened the fruitcake and
sampled a piece before placing it on
the ground for the wild creatures
to find. It was made of walnuts,
maraschino cherries, and candied
fruit in a bread with the texture of a
bran muffin. “Umm, this is actually
pretty darn good and certainly
fortifying.” I decided to keep half
and leave the other half with her.
I told Mom I would be back next
spring when the columbine, bush
mallow, and lavender ceanothus
would be in full bloom once more.
I look forward to chatting with her
again; I see no reason for our story
to end. n
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The arts
Sacred Sites Audio Theater Launch Party!

S

usan Suntree, author of “Sacred
Sites: The Secret History of
Southern California,” is inviting the
public to the launch of Sacred Sites
Audio Theater via Zoom on Saturday,
March 6, at 5p.m. PST!
“The team has worked for a year,
with support from so many,” Suntree
writes, “to create what we feel is an
audio performance that speaks to
the heart of the current climate and
social crises that summon us to live
in balance with all beings.”
As Pulitzer Prize winning poet,
Gary Snyder writes in his foreword
(read by Peter Coyote), “this book
brings us home.”
Join the celebration, sponsored
by 18th Street Art Center. It promises
to be a joyful show! Meet the cast
and crew, hear clips from the book,
experience Sacred Sites presented in
the oral tradition which is its source.
Though there is much left to do to
bring this work fully into the world,
now is the time to stir up a party!
To register: https://us02web.
zoom.us/.../reg.../WN_
jfvznkHpRUysh-jLwffbHA
Join 18th Street Arts Center

artist in residence Susan Suntree for
an online launch party of Suntree’s
Sacred Sites Audio Theater Project
on March 6, 2021. This is an audio
production of Suntree’s best-selling,
award winning book Sacred Sites:
“The Secret History of Southern
California” (Univ. of Nebraska
Press). Audio clips from the Theater
Project will be presented, including
an audio-visual portrait of the Los

Angeles River and the Ballona
Wetlands read by Susan Suntree;
and an audio clip from Book Two
(“Indigenous Myths and Songs”)
read by actor, Kalani Queypo. The
following discussion and Q&A will
focus on the process of creating the
Audio Theater project, including a
panel with Tom Keegan (Director),
Tom Zehnder (Composer), and
Gopika Sharma (Producer).

A history that is equal parts
science and mythology, Sacred Sites
offers a rare and poetic vision of a
world composed of dynamic natural
forces and mythic characters. The
result is a singular and memorable
account of the evolution of the
Southern California landscape,
reflecting the riches of both Native
knowledge and Western scientific
thought. It is the winner of the
Southern California Independent
Booksellers Association Award
and winner of the PEN Oakland–
Josephine Miles Literary Award.
“Sacred Sites honors the power
and beauty of our indigenous
heritage and homeland. By
knowing our history, we better
understand the present and
our journey into the future.”
—Anthony Morales, tribal chair,
Gabrielino Tongva Council of San
Gabriel. n
More info on this event here:
https://18thstreet.org/event/sacredsites/
Time :Mar 6, 2021 05:00 PM
in Pacific Time (US and Canada)

The Chants: Merging through Ceremony, Dance, Intention, and Music

O

n January 15, 2021, The Chants
band came alive in Topanga
Canyon with their worldwide
debut video and song, “HeyYa,” featuring international singing
artist Úyanga Bold. (https://
soundcloud.com/user-390601463/
hey-ya)
The Chants originated with
Jamie Papish, 30-year Topanga
resident and world-renowned
music
percussionist
and
songwriter, and Kevin Fraser,
reggae/rock singer, songwriter
and percussionist. They met at
the “Octogon House” just before
the lockdown in March 2020 and
found they shared a vision of
moving people by layering simple
chants to sing and infectious
rhythms to dance to.
“My inspiration was the
possibility of bringing people the
hope of a brighter future where
we are all connected,” says Papish.
“Making the video was like having
an intense dream with non-stop
action and problem-solving. You
come out of it exhausted but
knowing it was worth whatever I
had to go through.”
Feeling they also needed the
feminine balance of vocals and
energy to complete the group,
they recruited longtime friends
and fellow musicians, Dawn
Marie Yurkovic and Renette Jobst.
Together, they birthed a fusion of
sound and imagery inspired by the
celebration of primitive chanting
mixed with percussion instruments
and rhythms of the world. With the
idea of transcending the current
climate of societal uncertainty, The
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Above: Devon Farr
(left) and Aline Braga
(right) celebrate with
primitive chanting
and a fusion of sound
and imagery.
Left: The Chants Band
members (l-r), Jamie
Papish, Dawn Marie
Yurkovic, Renette
Jobst, and Kevin
Fraser, who shared a
vision of transcending
all separation, and
celebrating the
divinity of the human
experience.

Chants created a sound designed
to empower and give a voice to the
people in a visual journey from the
present, to the past and through
the future.
The website describes the
video as depicting “all tribes and
all timelines merging through
ceremony, dance, intention, and
musical vibration, ultimately
transcending all separation, and
celebrating the divinity of our

human experience. After eons
of aligning with the source of
creation and opening our souls to
the universal language, the time
has come to translate the many
secrets this group has uncovered
through the mediums of music
and video.”
Here are a few of the visual
images you may see and feel as you
watch the video:
A kaleidoscope of movement,

music, diversity, fire, and human
energy, taking the viewer on a
journey back to unity.
Honoring the vision of each
human’s ability to embody every
man and woman from every epoch
of time.
Activating all life to its highest
self through performing music
from spirit which alters our
human experience on deeply
profound levels.
A five-dimensional crossroads
where Ancient kindred spirit and
sacred technomancy meet at the
divine human intersection.
The certainty that we are a
human organism, summoned
to come together in conscious
ceremony with all nations and
every walk of life on earth…
now.
These are the messages of our
era. Of our time. Of our song.
Activate your sovereign, divine
nature, and join us as we remind
ourselves that our individual
freedom and collective souls are
empowered through music, dance,
and community. n
For information:
jamie@jamiepapishmusic.com;
thechantsband@gmail.com;
thechantsband.com; facebook.com/
chantingmusic; instagram.com/
the_chants;
For video preview:
thechantsband.com/hey-ya-trailer
For teasers of the full song length,
video, and downloadable photos and
information: EPK www.sonicbids.
com/band/the-chants.

ALL THINGS CONNECTED
The Computer Electronic Show 2021
By Paula LaBrot

W

ith all the craziness going on in politics,
life still goes on. Politics is always decades
behind the cutting edge of life anyway, and life is
really far out there when seen through the lens of
the annual Consumer Electronics Show (CES).
CES showcases global breakthrough
advances in technology. It is run by the
Consumer Technology Association (CTA), a
trade association representing the $422 billion
U.S. consumer technology industry, which
supports more than 18 million U.S. jobs. It is the
Disneyland of innovation. Before the year gets
away from us, let me give you a smattering of the
newest innovations on display this year.
Along with everyone else this last year, CES
had to cope with trying to conduct business
digitally. Normally, CES fills up the Las Vegas
Convention Center and other huge spaces
for an in-person experience and a chance to
think about how the new technologies will be
impacting us. This year, despite COVID-19, the
show went on. Online.
Here’s the thing. More than a third of the
exhibitors were startups. Normally, you would
discover these new innovators while wandering
the aisles of the exhibit. Looking for them
digitally is very tedious, so it’s easy to miss some
interesting new products. That said, the best way
to navigate the exhibition is to check the list of
categories, run down the products that interest
you, then connect to a specific website.

Moxie’s creators define it as a “state-of-the-art
companion robot to revolutionize human-centric
care and wellness.

WHAT’S NEW?
MOXIE AND MUCH MORE!
Robots in the time of COVID-19. Hey,
meet Moxie, billed as a “revolution in child
development” by its creators, Embodied, Inc.,
who describe themselves as “an industry leading
robotics and Artificial Intelligence (AI) company
creating state-of-the-art companion robots to
revolutionize human-centric care and wellness.”
Moxie is designed as a companion for kids ages
5-10. It can teach soft skills, i.e., communication
and social skills, attitudes, and emotional
intelligence. Moxie is a “robot with machinelearning technology (it teaches itself as it gets to
know you) that allows it to perceive, process, and
respond to natural conversation, eye contact,
facial expressions, and other behavior, as well as
recognize and recall people, places, and things.”
I have to think Moxie would be wonderful for a
child with Asperger’s or other communications
problems or for children isolated by the virus.
Today, you can buy friendship.
ENDLESS ENERGY
Ambient Photonics is offering “forever battery
life” with their Low Light Energy Harvesting
Solar Cells. This is handy for the Internet of
Things, that is the network of physical objects,

Low Light Energy-Harvesting Solar Cells gather
power from ambient indoor light and are billed
as having three times the energy of conventional
indoor cells.

e.g., “things” that are embedded with sensors,
software, and other technologies for the purpose
of connecting and exchanging data with other
devices and systems over the Internet, all of
which are battery powered. These solar cells
gather power from ambient indoor light and
are billed as having three times the energy of
conventional indoor cells, “eliminating the
expense, inconvenience, and environmental
waste of disposable batteries,” according to the
company.

just finished global test trials with flying colors.
The combine is an amazing piece of machinery
that harvests crops and separates the useful
part of the plants from the non-useful parts. It
has been able to harvest 70 percent faster than
any other machine and has stood the test of
the world’s most challenging fields. It uses an
artificial intelligence technique to take highspeed pictures of the crop flowing through the
combine and then uses image classification
techniques to optimize the settings to clean the
grain with as little waste as possible. This has
always been, up to now, done by hand, by the
farmer. It’s all part of the Precision Agriculture
movement. New smart machines can plant,
analyze soil and moisture conditions, fertilize,
and weed with such accuracy that they can
actually distinguish between a plant and a weed
and treat plants individually. With GPS sensors,
they can drive themselves within a one-inch
accuracy through a field. Jahmy Hindman,
Chief Technology Officer (CTO), the first for
John Deere, reminds us how important it is to
optimize food production to feed a growing
world population. His PHD thesis and previous
work before coming to Deere was in neural
network connections. These are the kind of
“future” jobs you might want to talk about with
your children.

The Mayflower, a ship directed by an AI captain and
powered by energy from the sun has the capability to
self-navigate across oceans and spend long periods
of time alone at sea.

NO CREW NECESSARY
Coming soon to an ocean near you, an
autonomous ship that sails with no human crew,
the ultimate remote-controlled boat. Meet The
Mayflower, a ship directed by an AI captain
and powered by energy from the sun with the
capability to self-navigate across oceans and
spend long periods of time alone at sea. “Safer,
more flexible and cost-effective than today’s
manned research vessels, the new-generation
Mayflower promises to transform ocean science,
enabling scientists to gather the data they need to
understand critical issues such as global warming,
ocean plastic pollution, over-exploitation and
the impact on important species such as marine
mammals,” say the creators at ProMare. My, but
she is yar! Of course, she’ll have to watch out for
pirate hackers…autonomous ships may spawn a
whole new breed of maritime scoundrels!

The John Deere Robotic Combine Harvester
harvests crops, separates useful part of the plants
from the non-useful parts, and harvests 70 percent
faster than any other machine.

PRECISION AGRICULTURE
Having started a garden this last year, I am in
awe of farmers. How do they grow so much,
so uniform and beautiful in shape and size?
This years’ CES had something for our agrarian
heroes, believe me! John Deere has autonomous
(self-driving) tractors. The Innovation awardwinning X-Series Robotic Combine Harvester

Kohler’s Numi 2.0 Intelligent Toilet has a feature you
never thought you needed.

GIFTED TOILETS
There are endless things to write about with CES,
but I can’t leave you without telling you about the
Smart Toilets. According to Digital Trends, CES
is flush with smart toilets. Not only do they have
touchless opening, closing, washing, drying, and
flushing toilets, “Kohler’s Numi 2.0 Intelligent
Toilet has a feature you never thought you
needed—and maybe never will: Alexa built right
into the toilet. The Numi 2.0 is more of an experience
than a toilet. It features high-quality speakers that
you can use to play music or talk to Amazon’s voice
assistant. The toilet also has lights built right into
it that can set the mood or sync up to music that
you’re listening to.” Digital Trends also highlighted
“the Toto Wellness toilet that senses and analyzes
the user’s “body and key outputs” (your pee and
poop) to provide recommendations on ways to
improve one’s health. In a connected app, you
can view your stats, and see those improvement
recommendations. Toto gives the example of a
recommendation to add more salmon to your
diet.” OMG!
ONWARD!
So, life goes on beyond the porky/pukey
politics of the world. People, endlessly creative,
inventive, imaginative people, still have eyes
on the horizon. We are so lucky to have these
wonderful souls who continue to make the
human journey exciting, unstoppably originating
innovations that are carrying us into the future.
This is a tiny smattering of the exhibits.
To check it out for yourselves, visit the CES
site at ces.tech or check out Rumble or Youtube
for CES 2021 videos posted there.
Vamos a ver! n
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ASTROLOGY
March 2021 – A month of celebrating and achieving
By Kait Leonard

R

iding the astrology of the last
year or so has been like being
on one of those all-wood, vintage
rollercoasters—you know you’re
experiencing history, but throughout
the ride you’re praying you live long
enough to tell the story.
On March 4, this energy shifts
when Mars leaves Taurus and enters
Gemini. For the first time since we
got on the endless rollercoaster loop,
life should start moving forward.
(Remember to look at your birth
chart based on the exact time and
location of your birth to see where
this energy happens in your life.)
The Venus Star Point
Before moving into the power
of Mars, let’s celebrate the Venus
Star Point that will occur in Aries
on March 25. On this day, Venus
will meet the Sun, forming what is
known as a higher conjunction as the
Sun positions itself between Venus
and the Earth. To understand the
energy, think of the warmth of the
sun shining on the Goddess of Love.
The Venus Star Point will occur
in the fire sign of Aries, a sign of the
individual, action, and ambition. This
marks the beginning of a journey of
self-discovery and self-love. It is a time
for putting our dreams and passions
into action. We will feel empowered
to be ourselves and honor our visions.
The Venus Star Point will contribute
love and passion to the energy of Mars
moving into Gemini and meeting the
North Node.
Let’s Unpack Mars
Mars is the male counterpart to
Venus. (Remember that male/female
represent energy in the sense of yin/
yang, receptive/expressive. Every
person’s chart has both Mars and

“Venus and Mars are Alright Tonight,” by Jeffrey (flickr.com/photos/jb912/16520226978/in/photostream)

Venus.) Mars is energy, action, and
physical desire. He is a leader and
commander, but he can be aggressive
and impulsive. He is our survival
instinct, our ambition, our lust.
Without Mars, we would happily sit
on the couch and eat marshmallows.
Mars motivates us up and out.
Mars will show us his best side
when he moves from earthy Taurus
into air sign Gemini. The sign of the
twins is intelligent, social, and on
the go. And this suits Mars’ desire
to move forward and make things
happen. Expect energy levels to
soar and all those projects and plans
that have seemed to be too much to
deal with to suddenly ignite. This
will become especially interesting
and powerful as Mars moves into a
relationship with the North Node.
Understanding the North Node
The North and South nodes of the
Moon, also known as Rahu and Ketu
respectively, are not planets. They

are the points where the course of
the moon intersects the ecliptics.
For the sake of understanding the
astrological energy of the month, it’s
easiest to think of them functioning
as planets do. They bring a certain
energy to the conversation between
signs, houses, and planets.
Because of its connection to
the moon, the North node is about
psychology and emotions. It looks
at the present moment and helps us
make the internal changes necessary
to move toward our goals. The
North node entered Gemini on May
5, 2020, and will stay there until
January 2022. What is special this
month is that Mars will add action to
the emotions and ideas of the node.
Mars in Relationship with the
North Node in Gemini
From the time Mars enters Gemini,
he begins his movement toward the
North node. Think of Mars bringing
fuel closer and closer to your goals.

This energy will reach its apex on
March 26, when the two will be
sitting on top of each other. During
this period, the physical energy and
stamina of Mars blends with the
emotional and mental energy of the
node. It’s a time to manifest all those
fantastic ideas and dreams that have
been brewing while Mars was stuck
in kick-back Taurus.
As in any relationship, there are
things to look out for. Both Mars
and Gemini can be impulsive. Just
think of what happens when a
fire (Mars) is fanned by the wind
(Gemini.) Throughout the month
of March, find ways to pace yourself
and carefully consider extreme
actions. Gemini is good at thinking,
and the Venus Star Point adds selfcare, so everything should turn out
just fine.
March may be the best month
of 2021, so take full advantage by
grabbing onto the energy and setting
your dreams in motion. n
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Pritchett-Rapf Realtors
TOPANGA

Offices in Malibu & Topanga
(310) 455-4363 • PRTopanga.com
Call for more information!

2 Bed | 2 Bath
Listed at $1,099,000

Old Topanga Canyon Road
Listed by Kirsten Bohman

-

(310) 403-4818

Remodeled Topanga home perched amongst the trees. Away from the craziness in town, this 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom home is bathed
in natural light with amazing views from every window. It is the perfect place to get away from it all. Brand new wrap around decks
and outdoor living spaces make the most of this peaceful environment & take in wide open views. Dramatic rock formation creates an
organic wall visible thru the living room windows. Walking distance to dog-friendly Red Rock Canyon Park. Surrounded by nature, the
property is fenced & gated with parking for 6 cars, your dinner guests may never want to leave.

IN ESCROW

Hodgson Circle Drive
4 Bed | 5 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

IN ESCROW

$1,499,000

Exciting palatial Spanish-styled home with spellbinding views from
every room. Extraordinary views over Old Topanga. Open floor plan.
Frosted bedroom doors to allow sunlight in the hallway. Fresh paint
inside and out. Newly planted garden.

Montau Drive
4 Bed | 2 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

$1,325,000

Tranquil, trees and gorgeous cross canyon views. you’ll experience
the peace you came for. Cedar hot tub beneath the stars and an
outdoor propane fire feature. Adjacent to Topanga State Park and
located on a cul-de-sac.

Vacant Land
IN ESCROW

BEAUTIFUL CANYON VIEWS OUTSIDE COASTAL
Zuniga Road
$699,000
1.5 acres
William Preston Bowling

AMAZING OCEAN VIEWS AND BOULDER OUTCROPPINGS
Everding Motorway
$699,000
2.53 acres
William Preston Bowling

GREAT VIEW LOT IN DESIRABLE SYLVIA PARK
Callon Drive
$145,000
0.28 acre
William Preston Bowling

(310) 428-5085

(310) 428-5085

(310) 428-5085

LOCAL & GLOBAL

Pritchett-Rapf Realtors

CalBRE 00528707

A
A LEGACY
LEGACY OF
OF REAL
REAL ESTATE
ESTATE EXPERTISE
EXPERTISE

PRICE
PRICE IMPROVEMENT
IMPROVEMENT

TimelessTopanga.com
Completely renovated with impeccable taste, a meticulous eye for detail and an award-winning sense of style and beauty.
TimelessTopanga.com
$2,775,000 renovated with impeccable taste, a meticulous eye for detail and an award-winning sense of style and beauty.
Completely
$2,775,000

JUST SOLD 100K OVER

Stunning spacious pvt. estate sold over asking and in multiples.

IN ESCROW
IN ESCROW

WoodGlassViews.com
1759Artique.com
836Fernwood.com
The
heart wants what it wants. Stunning wood &
Stunning cross canyon views stretched out over
WoodGlassViews.com
1759Artique.com
Quintessential Topanga home, rich with history &
836Fernwood.com
glass
home
takeswhat
youritbreath
rustic mountains.
2154 views
sq ft, 2stretched
bonus rooms,
2 car
The heart
wants
wants.away.
Stunning wood &
Stunning
cross canyon
out over
charm. 1175 sqTopanga
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The beautiful magical rustic home is on 12 acres, 2 bedrooms,
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Perfect climate location with room to spread out and relax, this 2 bedrooms 2
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office Leased at $4400
bath home with extra large studio $999,000
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